8 ways to think about HighQ
Instead of to-dos, think automated processes
Automated processes allow law firms to break free from the chains of repetitive tasks, advancing repeatable
work with ease. Based on the workflows law firms encounter daily, automated processes streamline the
practice of law – without a programmer.

Instead of scrambling for answers, think always-on data
Get out ahead of the ask. Thomson Reuters® HighQ makes it easy to create and automate the type of
white-glove service and reporting that clients crave, freeing your firm up to get back to the matter at hand.

Instead of custom built, think customized
With easy-to-customize templates, HighQ lets you build on the efficiencies and experience of your firm.
Your best workers create best practices that scale across the business with grace.

Instead of file sharing, think document collaboration
True collaboration allows for co-authoring and sharing, while maintaining the proper balance of access and
security. Everyone is on the same page and version control is easily managed.

Instead of databases, think iSheets
Ever use a spreadsheet? Then you can handle HighQ iSheets. They’re the foundation for workflow and
document automation, data visualization, reporting, and more.

Instead of “making it work,” think “working together”
Working in HighQ means working. Not moving, sending, switching, reformatting, or transcribing.
With integrated tools like Thomson Reuters® Contract Express, attorneys can stop moving from one app to
another, and start moving their caseload towards a resolution.

Instead of point solutions, think integrated platforms
With integrated platforms, your work becomes more productive and efficient. What’s more, with consistency
across systems, you’ll unlock new insights about your processes and performance.

Instead of “this sounds complicated,” think “I’ve got this”
HighQ is a powerful solution that promotes productivity and collaboration across the whole firm. It’s an
out-of-the-box, no-code-required tool that is surprisingly easy to use. HighQ will propel your work forward
and elevate the quality of your legal services. Take a free demo to see if HighQ is the right solution, no matter
where you work.
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